Abstract-MeshFace photos have been widely used in many Chinese business organizations to protect ID face photos from being misused. The occlusions incurred by random meshes severely degenerate the performance of face verification systems, which raises the MeshFace verification problem between MeshFace and daily photos. Previous methods cast this problem as a typical low-level vision problem, i.e., blind inpainting. They recover perceptually pleasing clear ID photos from MeshFaces by enforcing pixel level similarity between the recovered ID images and the ground-truth clear ID images and then perform face verification on them. Essentially, face verification is conducted on a compact feature space rather than the image pixel space. Therefore, this paper argues that pixel level similarity and feature level similarity jointly offer the key to improve the verification performance. Based on this insight, we offer a novel feature oriented blind face inpainting framework. Specifically, we implement this by establishing a novel DeMeshNet, which consists of three parts. The first part addresses blind inpainting of the MeshFaces by implicitly exploiting extra supervision from the occlusion position to enforce pixel level similarity. The second part explicitly enforces a feature level similarity in the compact feature space, which can explore informative supervision from the feature space to produce better inpainting results for verification. The last part copes with face alignment within the net via a customized spatial transformer module when extracting deep facial features. All three parts are implemented within an end-to-end network that facilitates efficient optimization. Extensive experiments on two MeshFace data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DeMeshNet as well as the insight of this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
EING one of the most significant biometric techniques, face recognition has received continuous attentions from the computer vision community since as far back as in [1] . Compared to other biometric techniques, such as iris recognition [2] and fingerprint identification [3] , face recognition techniques can work in a passive manner and therefore are more readily used in many real-world scenarios, which include access control systems, social networks, forensics and public security [4] - [7] . However, the easy of use comes at a cost, it presents many challenges for the research community to come up with robust systems that can deal with large variations in pose, expression and illumination. Until recently, benefiting from recent advancements in deep representation learning, there have been remarkable improvements in face recognition (verification in particular) performances [8] - [10] . Many works have shown that deep learning based solutions have the ability to surpass human in the task of face verification under uncontrolled environments. Nevertheless, this does not signal the end of the face recognition research, one specific problem that deals with Face Verification Between photos from Identification documents (ID, Citizen Card or Passport Card) and Daily photos (FVBID) [11] starts to gain traction and continues to present new challenges to researchers.
FVBID uses face images from digitalized ID photos as gallery and uses photos captured in daily lives (with cell-phones, surveillance cameras, etc.) as probe. An individual's identity can be easily certified as long as he or she has an ID, so there's no need for registration, which is a typical routine for all biometric systems, in advance. Therefore, this technique soon become very popular in commercial banks, custom houses, etc. However, when FVBID is applied to real-world scenarios, such as automated custom control and Very Important People (VIP) recognition in commercial banks, the ID photo in an identity card may potentially be misused or illegally distributed. Therefore, ID photos are often deliberately corrupted by mesh-like lines or watermarks by the government for privacy protection when delivered to business organizations such as banks and hotels. For convenience, we denote this type of corrupted ID photo as MeshFace. As shown in Fig. 1 , MeshFaces incur catastrophic influence to face recognition systems [6] , [12] . Directly verifying MeshFaces against daily photos leads to very poor accuracy [13] . Therefore, these corruptions raise a novel and challenging problem called MeshFace verification which deals with face verification between MeshFaces and daily photos.
Some efforts have been made to address this challenging problem. Zhang et al. [13] propose a multi-task residual learning Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for this problem. They propose to learn a non-linear transformation with SuperResolution Convolutional Neural Network (SRCNN) [14] based architecture to recover clear ID photos from MeshFaces. Then, the recovered clear ID photos are used for face verification. They treat the recovery of clear ID photos from MeshFaces as blind face inpainting because the position of corruptions is unknown during testing phase. In a related vein of research, many contemporary works [15] - [18] have shown that CNN is very effective in solving hole filling (non-blind inpainting) problems [19] because this data-driven learning method can exploit the structure of natural images to predict occluded parts.
Improved verification performance is observed after blind face inpainting in [13] because using an occlusion free image will greatly improve the accuracy of face detection and alignment. However, in their work, the performance gap between using their inpainted ID and the clear ID is still very large. On one hand, this is because SRCNN is less powerful in modeling corruption distributions and recovering the exact image content. As a result, the difference in image content between the recovered ID photos and the ground-truth clear ID photos are too large (as illustrated by the red and the purple sample in Fig.2 ).
On the other hand, existing works often assume that using recovered ID photos with higher PSNR are more likely to achieve better verification performance [13] . Therefore, they only enforce the pixel level similarity when learning a blind face inpainting network. But in fact, face similarity is compared in a compact feature space rather the image pixel space. Moreover, it has been shown that CNN can be potentially 'fooled' by adding even a tiny amount of noise to the original input [20] - [22] . That is, when facial features are extracted by a CNN, two perceptually indistinguishable face images e.g. the ground-truth clear ID and its recovered version) may Recovered ID with higher PSNR may be further away from the ground-truth clear ID in the compact deep feature space. For instance, the green and yellow sample. Best viewed in color. still have very large feature level differences (as shown by the green and yellow sample in Fig.2 ). It is a common belief that a large intra-class feature distance will generally deteriorate face verification performance. Therefore, this suggests that treating blind face inpainting as a typical low-level vision problem by only enforcing the pixel level similarity can hardly guarantee an improvement in verification performance.
To address the aforementioned problems, we present DeMeshNet to take verification performance into account when dealing with the blind face inpainting problem. DeMeshNet is trained on a large scale dataset of MeshFace/clear ID photo pairs to learn a non-linear transformation to recover clear ID photos from MeshFaces. Note that DeMeshNet aims to improve the MeshFace verification performance rather than simply to recover perceptually pleasing clear ID photos. Therefore, we refer to DeMeshNet as a feature oriented blind face inpainting framework. The proposed framework is an end-to-end network that facilitates efficient optimization with gradient back propagation. For clarity, we divide the explanation the whole framework into three parts, and we will briefly introduce each part of the DeMeshNet and our contributions in the following paragraphs.
In the first part, we enforce the pixel level similarity to explore the structure of face images so as to recover uncorrupted ID photos from MeshFaces. Specifically, we propose to adopt a fully convolutional network (FCN) [23] with a weighted Euclidean loss to minimize the pixel differences of the ground-truth clear ID/recovered ID photo pairs. Extra supervision from corruption positions is further exploited to accurately model the corruption distribution.
In the second part, we enforce a feature level similarity between the ground-truth clear ID photo and the recovered ID photo pairs in a compact deep feature space. This feature space is spanned by a pre-trained CNN, and distance in it directly corresponds to a measure of face similarity. This part will force the inpainted image to have a smaller distance to the ground-truth clear ID in the deep feature space, which will in turn facilitate accurate verification. Moreover, we propose to measure the feature level similarity with the reverse Huber loss function so that the feature level similarity can be more efficiently optimized when the differences are very small.
In the third part, we employ a customized spatial transformer module [24] to align and crop the face region for accurate feature extraction within the network. It is essential to take alignment into account because the MeshFace which is the input of DeMeshNet and the aligned face which is the input of the feature extraction sub-net are different in sizes, scales and orientations (as shown in Fig. 3 ). By integrating these three parts into one end-to-end training network, the proposed DeMeshNet has the ability to maintain both pixel and feature level similarity while learning to inpaint the MeshFace.
Extensive experimental results on two MeshFace datasets demonstrate that DeMeshNet achieves the best verification accuracy and outperforms previous work by a large margin. Overall, as demonstrated by the experimental results, the proposed deep architecture can achieve superior recognition accuracy to previous work at the cost of some visual effects. Furthermore, we thoroughly evaluate different configurations of DeMeshNet to gain insight into the factors for such significant improvements.
II. RELATED WORK MeshFace inpainting is a rarely studied problem compared to other related subjects, such as hole filling [19] , rain removal [25] and de-fencing [26] . All these tasks fall into the category of inpainting research, and they share a common goal, i.e., to recover a semantically plausible and visually pleasing image from a image with unknown corruption patterns. Specifically, MeshFace inpainting deals with the problem of improving MeshFace verification performance, where increasingly more attention has been attached to with the rapid development of FVBID technologies. Recently, Zhang et al. [13] proposed a multi-task ConvNet to inpaint the MeshFaces. In the following paragraphs, we will briefly go through some recent advances in the related studies of hole filling and rain removal.
Hole Filling (or image completion) is a fundamental research topic in the field of computer vision. In the early years of study, researchers resort to prior knowledge like neighborhood resemblance to fill in missing areas with textures around the hole [27] , [28] . These methods focus on a local propagation scheme to acquire smooth blending around the holes but fails to take the global structure into consideration, therefore, they can not guarantee a semantically consistent inpainting result. To compensate for the semantic loss, researchers introduce data-driven learning methods into this field, where they exploit a large reference database to find similar image patches to fill the missing holes [29] . Recently, deep learning based methods also show great potential in solving this ill-posed low-level vision problem with their power to model both the local and global structure of images. In particular, Phatak et al. [16] proposed the Context Encoders with combined L2 norm and adversarial loss [30] for semantic hole filling. Raymond et al. [31] further employ a pre-trained Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) [32] to restore images with random or central missing regions.
Rain Removal is a typical application of the blind inpainting problem. Different from traditional inpainting problem, where the position of corrupted regions are provided in advance, blind inpainting deals with images whose position of corruption regions is not given. A common idea for solving this specific problem is to exploit the rich temporal information from video sequences to identify the corrupted regions firstly and then employ inpainting algorithm for further restoration [33] . While other researchers explore the possibility of single image rain removal with the help of image priors [34] , [35] . Kang et al. [36] proposed a dictionary learning based approach for layer decomposition and rain removal. More recently, Eigen et al. [37] proposed a deep learning based method, where data-driven convolutional autoencoder model is trained to directly recover clean patches from corrupted ones. The proposed method demonstrates effective removal of rain in outdoor test conditions.
III. APPROACH
A. Overview
In this section, we present an overview of the proposed DeMeshNet. We cast the proposed feature oriented blind face inpainting problem as a dense regression problem, which aims to regress a perceptually pleasing and verification favorable clear ID photo from a MeshFace X. For convenience, we refer to the ground-truth clear ID photo as the target, termed as Y and the recovered ID photo from our blind face inpainting model ψ as the prediction, termed as ψ(X). The prediction will be used for face verification against clear daily photos.
We model the highly non-linear function for dense regression as a FCN as illustrated in part A of Fig. 3 . Part B shows the customized spatial transformer module. The following part is a pre-trained CNN which is utilized to compute the feature representation of the aligned face region. It should be noted that parameters in both the spatial transformer module and the pre-trained CNN are fixed during training. The learnable parameters in the FCN are optimized through minimizing a unified loss function that jointly models the pixel and feature level similarities between the prediction and the target pairs. No identity information is needed to train such a blind inpainting network.
The pixel level loss helps to obtain perceptually pleasing inpainting results and serves as a means to capture the distribution difference between actual face texture and mesh-like corruptions. And the feature level loss explores supervision in a compact feature space to provide regularizations to the network training. Thus, the network's prediction will not only have similar appearance but also have similar feature representation to that of the target. Specifically, we develop a weighted Euclidean loss to model the pixel level similarity and employ a reverse Huber function [38] to characterize the feature level loss on the spatial transformed face region. Combining the pixel level loss and the spatial transformed feature level loss, we define the unified loss function for DeMeshNet as follows:
where ST denotes the spatial transformation implementation that samples an aligned 128 × 128 face region from the original input solely based on the positions of facial landmarks, R H is the reverse Huber function, λ 1 and λ 2 are the balance parameters. In general, combining more than one loss ususlly is no trivial task. However, in our experiments, we have observed that our network is robust to the exact loss weights on feature and pixel level losses, as long as it can simultaneously decrease the pixel and feature level losses. Therefore, in our final experiment, we have empirically set those two parameters to 1. We postpone explanations of other symbols to later sections when we meet them. For simplicity, we omit the regularization term on the parameters of FCN (weight decay) in Equation 1, which is used to reduce overfitting when optimizing our network. The objective function can be efficiently optimized by gradient back propagation in an end-to-end manner. We will elaborate each of the three parts in the following subsections.
B. Pixel Level Regression Network 1) Pixel Level Loss:
Blind face inpainting is naturally characterized as a pixel-wise regression problem. In the first part of DeMeshNet, it learns a highly non-linear transformation by optimizing a well-designed pixel level loss. For blind face inpainting, although positions of the corruption are not provided during the testing phase, we can still make use of this information when training DeMeshNet. Specifically, we propose to implicitly exploit this extra supervision by introducing a weighted Euclidean loss function as below:
where X i , Y i and ψ(X i ) are a corrupted input, target and prediction, respectively. M i is the binary mask with a value of 1 indicating the pixel is corrupted and a value of 0 otherwise.
is the element-wise product operation. Therefore, the second term in the loss function only measures the Euclidean loss on corrupted areas, emphasizing losses on those areas with a weighting parameter λ. This loss function helps the network to learn the distributions of corrupted pixels better by exploiting extra supervision from the corruption positions. Experimental results demonstrate that it also helps to generate predictions with higher PSNR.
2) Network Architecture: Since FCN has achieved outstanding performance in dense prediction tasks like depth prediction [39] and semantic segmentation [23] , it motivates us to use FCN as the non-linear function to improve the blind face inpainting performance.
The main difference between FCN and the architecture in [13] is the introduction of down-sampling and up-sampling layers in FCN. This simple adjustment has enabled FCN to admit much deeper layers and to expand the receptive fields with the same amount of computational cost. The expanded receptive fields are critical to blind inpainting as it can enclose more contextual information for identifying the corrupted areas.
In this work, we use the network architecture of SegNet as proposed in [40] . Specifically, a VGG-16 Net [41] is used in the front end of our network, unpooling and convolutional layers with Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) nonlinearities are symmetrically concatenated to the bottleneck layer (output of conv53) to progressively upsample the feature maps to its original size. ReLU activation is used after the last convolution layer to ensure the predicted pixel values are all positive. It is feasible to adopt other architectures such as ResidualNet [42] and Deconvolution Network [43] , but this is beyond the scope of this paper. The input and output to the network are MeshFaces and clear ID photos respectively.Gray scale images of size 220 × 178 are used for input and output throughout the paper.
C. Feature Level Regression Network 1) Feature Level Loss:
As aforementioned in Section I, images with very small Euclidean distance may have large feature distance. This problem is raised in [22] and has been shown to severely deteriorate classification performance because of the enlarged intra-class feature distance. In fact, the enlarged intra-class feature distance can also influence the verification task at hand. To improve the verification performance, it won't be enough to only enforce pixel level similarity. Therefore, in the second part, we explicitly enforce the target and the prediction to have a small distance in the compact feature space computed by the pre-trained CNN φ.
Let φ j (ψ(X i )) be the activations of the j th layer of the pre-trained face model φ. We intend to improve the verification performance by minimizing the residual r = φ(ψ(x i )) − φ(y i ) at each position of an image. To efficiently back-propagate the errors when the residual is very small, we employ the reverse Huber loss function [38] to measure the feature level difference, its formulation is:
The reverse Huber loss is equivalent to L1 norm when the residual r is in the interval of [−c, c] and equals to a transformed L2 norm otherwise. This loss experimentally works better than L2 norm. Note that when c is smaller than 1, the derivative of the L1 norm is greater than that of the L2 norm, which will speed up error back-propagation when the residual is very tiny. Like in [38] , we use a dynamic threshold for c. That is, in each batch-minimization step, c is set to be at 20% of maximum residual in that batch.
Since our objective is to improve verification performance, we impose the reverse Huber loss on the output of eltwise_6 in the pre-trained model φ, which is a 256-dim feature vector used for similarity comparison. Drawing inspirations from [44] , where feature loss is used for super-resolution, we also impose the reverse Huber loss on the early layers (conv2 in our case) of the pre-trained face model φ to include deeper supervision [45] . Therefore, our final loss function for feature level regression is:
Feature loss has recently been considered in the literature of super-resolution and sketch inversion for better visual performance [44] , [46] , [47] . But it should be noted that in this paper, the feature level loss is proposed from a totally different perspective. Instead of pursing a perceptually pleasing image transformation results, we want to deal with the large intra-class feature distance problem and improve verification performance [48] .
2) Pre-Trained CNN for Face Feature Extraction: Both training DeMeshNet and evaluate the verification performance need a pre-trained CNN to compute the facial features for face images. We use the architecture proposed in [49] (code name C RI P AC−9, as it has nine layers) for facial feature extraction because it is computationally efficient in both time and space. Fig. 4 briefly illustrates the architecture of the C RI P AC − 9 model, which uses Max-Feature-Map nonlinearities instead of ReLU and thus can generate dense features at its output. The network takes aligned gray-scale face images of size 128×128 as input and returns a 256-dim feature (output of eltwise_6). Alignment is conducted by transforming two facial landmarks (i.e., centers of two eyes) to (32, 32) and (96, 32) with a similarity transformation.
We train a base model on the purified MS-Celeb-1M dataset [50] (the original data is very noisy, we purify them before training with it). One single base model achieves a verification accuracy of 98.80% on the LFW [51] benchmark, which is very competitive among already published works [52] , [53] . We further finetune the base model with triple-let loss on a large-scale ID-daily photo dataset collected from the web and use the finetuned model φ to extract compact facial features in DeMeshNet. Note that this model's parameters should stay fixed during the training of DeMeshNet because we only use it for feature computation and no identity related supervision is adopted to finetune φ while learning the blind inpainting FCN. The obtained feature extraction model is also used for the subsequent face verification after the inpainting process.
D. Spatial Transformer For Face Alignment
Face alignment is essential for feature extraction. It helps to improve verification performance by providing a normalized input. The pre-trained model φ admits 128 × 128 aligned face region to compute the 256-dim feature. But DeMeshNet takes 220 × 178 un-aligned MeshFace as input and outputs a prediction with the same size. Therefore, in order to compute the 256-dim feature in the fully connected layer eltwise_6, we must implement face alignment within the network.
Moreover, unlike the image classification models that are trained with multi-scale natural images from ImageNet [54] , the pre-trained facial feature extraction model φ only takes single-scale, well-aligned face regions for training. This means that even we only compute the features from conv layers like in [44] , [46] , and [47] , we will still need to align the MeshFaces first to acquire an accurate feature representation.
We incorporate a customized spatial transformer module [24] between the pixel level regression sub-net and the feature level regression sub-net to sample an aligned 128×128 face region from the 220 × 178 prediction according to the facial landmarks. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 and detailed in Fig. 5 .
The spatial transformer module comprises of a localization network, a grid generator and a sampler. Since the similarity transformation τ θ for face alignment is uniquely determined by the coordinates of two eye centers, we do not need to learn it through the localization network as in [24] . Given the similarity transformation matrix τ θ , we can define the forward and backward pass of the spatial transformer module, which employ a bilinear sampling kernel to sample the original 220 × 178 image to its aligned 128 × 128 version and back propagate the feature loss from the aligned image to the original input respectively. In the forward pass, a sampling grid is firstly determined with the given τ θ . A sampling grid is a set of points with continuous coordinates. Sampling an input image according to this sampling grid will generate a transformed output. By defining the output pixels to lie on a regular grid G = G i of pixels G i = (x t i , y t i ), the sampling grid τ θ (G) is given by the point-wise transformation:
where (x s i , y s i ) are the source coordinates in the input feature map, and (x t i , y t i ) are the target coordinates of the regular grid. Since the coordinates in the sampling grid are continuous numbers, a bilinear kernel is applied to those positions to produce the corresponding pixel values in the output:
where H and W are the height and width of the input image respectively and P (x t i ,y t i ) represents the pixel value of (x t i , y t i ). To allow the feature loss defined in the last subsection to be back-propagated from the output of the spatial transformer module to the input image, we give the gradients with respect to the input image as follows: Fig. 6 . An image triplet sample from the training dataset [13] . Fig. 7 . Sample image pairs from SV1000. Note that this dataset is very hard as the variations in illumination, pose and hair style are very significant.
The gradients of the feature loss defined earlier can be easily flowed back to the input image using chain rule with Equation 9 . Note that the gradients with respect to the sampling grid coordinates (x 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the proposed framework. We begin by introducing the datasets for training and testing. Then we specify the baseline methods and implementation details. At last, we present detailed algorithmic evaluation, as well as comparison with other methods.
A. Datasets
All the compared models are trained on the dataset as in [13] that contains over 500, 000 data triplets of 11, 648 individuals. It should be noted that to increase the diversity of the patterns, the random corruption is simulated with sine and cosine waves of different magnitudes and phases. Random affine transformations are also introduced to the corruption patterns. Furthermore, the percentage of corruption is controlled by manipulating the line width of the generated wavy lines. Each data triplet consists of a MeshFace, its clear version and a corruption mask (as illustrated in Fig. 6 ). Facial landmarks (two eye centers) are detected using Intraface [55] to aid the spatial transformer module. Data triplets of 400 individuals are sampled for validation and testing (200 each) and all the other individuals are used for training.
Besides the SYN500 used in [13] , we collect another dataset with 1000 MeshFace/daily photo pairs from 1000 individuals named SV1000 to evaluate the MeshFace verification performance. Daily photos in SV1000 are captured under surveillance cameras. As shown in Fig. 7 , this dataset not only contains more individuals but also presents more variations in the daily photo, which makes it more challenging than SYN500 (shown in Fig. 8 ).
We develop a protocol for evaluation of verification performance on these two datasets. Specifically, face comparison is conducted between all the possible recovered clear ID/daily photo pairs in the compact feature space (spanned by model φ) with cosine distance. For a dataset with N data pairs, N 2 comparisons are conducted in total. To exclude influences from metric learning methods, no supervised learning methods, e.g.joint bayesian [56] , are employed on the extracted features.
B. Baselines and Implementation Details
Although many algorithms have been proposed for nonblind inpainting, few have been developed to address the blind inpainting problem, even less for the blind face inpainting problem addressed in this paper. We implement the multitask CNN (MtNet) [13] as a baseline. This method employs architecture that resembles the SRCNN [14] and use multi-task learning to make use of the information of corruption position in the training phase.
To give a detailed evaluation of each part of the proposed DeMeshNet, we also compare it with various configurations. The compared configurations include FCN with Euclidean pixel level loss (FCNE), FCN with weighted pixel level loss (FCNW) and FCN with only feature level loss (FCNF, without spatial transformer module). All three configurations use FCN as the backbone for the blind face inpainting task. Both FCNE and FCNW only adopts the pixel level loss during training, but FCNW introduces an implicit supervision from the corruption mask with a weighted loss in addition to the Euclidean loss. FCNF takes both weighted pixel loss and whole-image feature level loss into consideration. But the feature level differences are only computed at the output of conv2, using whole-image as input to the pre-trained feature extraction network φ. Like in [44] , we don't implement face alignment within the network for FCNF. To further reveal the importance of the pixel level loss, we also implement an alternative DeMeshNet structure without the pixel level loss and named it as DeMeshNet_F.
All the compared models are trained on the training set with photo pairs of size 220 × 178, gray scale images that are normalized to 0 to 1 are used in all the experiments. For all the compared network structure, [57] is used to initialize the weights, and training is carried out using Adam [58] with a batch size of 30. The learning rate is set to 10 −4 initially, and decreased by a factor of 10 each 40 k iterations. The training process takes approximately 160 k iterations to converge. For the proposed approach, feature level loss is computed at layer conv2 and eltwise_6 of the pre-trained face model φ. For FCNF, only conv2 is used for computing the feature loss as the computation of f c layer eltwise_6 Fig. 9 . ROC curves for SYN500 and SV1000. Note that verification performance on the challenging SV1000 dataset is significantly worse than on SYN500.
requires the input to be of size 128 × 128. All the MeshFace verification experiments use the pre-trained face model φ for facial feature extraction. All the experiments are conducted with the Caffe framework [59] on a single GTX Titan X GPU. Code for implementing the DeMeshNet is available at https://gitlab.com/tree_cripac/DeMeshNet.
C. Evaluation of Verification Results
In this section, we conduct MeshFace verification experiments on two datasets, i.e., SYN500 and SV1000. Recovered ID photos are used for FVBID according to the aforementioned protocol. We report ROC curves in Fig. 9 . FNMR@FMR = 1% (false non-match rate when false match rate is %1), FNMR@FMR = 0.1% and FNMR@FMR = 0.01% are reported in Table I for closer inspection. We also present the face verification performances with ground-truth clear ID photos and MeshFaces (denoted as Clear and Corrupted) for fair comparison.
As expected, when using the MeshFaces for verification, the accuracy suffers a severe drop on both datasets due to large detection and alignment errors. After processing the MeshFace with blind face inpainting models, face verification performance with the recovered ID photos has seen a great improvement. Owning to the deeper FCN architecture and expanded receptive fields, all the FCN based models outperform the baseline model MtNet [13] by a large margin on both datasets.
As shown in Fig. 9 , feature loss based models (DeMeshNet, FCNF, DeMeshNet_F) perform better than the models that only seek a visually pleasing inpainting results (FCNE, FCNW). This suggests that by enforcing a feature level similarity during training, predictions from DeMeshNet lie in a low-dimensional feature space that is closer to the groundtruth clear ID photos than predictions from pixel-level only networks. This is validated in the next section where we calculate the RMSE (rooted mean square error) between the features of ground-truth clear IDs and recovered IDs. However, only enforcing the feature level similarity will lead to inferior verification results as shown by the comparison between DeMeshNet and DeMeshNet_F. This is possibly due to increased artifacts introduced by feature level loss as it can not maintain image details without enforcing the pixel level similarity.
We further investigate the role of the spatial transformer module in our model by comparing DeMeshNet with FCNF which uses the image of original size (220 × 178) as input to the feature loss component. We find that DeMeshNet consistently performs better than FCNF. This is because FCNF takes the whole image, which is different from the aligned face region in both scale and orientation, for feature extraction. Unlike the ImageNet [54] models that are trained with multiscale natural images, the pre-trained face model φ only takes single-scale, well-aligned face regions for training. The scale and orientation differences have led to the performance degeneration. Therefore, it is significant to take face alignment into account when optimizing the feature level loss as done in DeMeshNet.
It should be noted that for blind inpainting models, there is an upper limit for their verification performance, which is the verification performance with ground-truth clear ID photos. From Table I , we can observe that the gap between DeMeshNet and clear ID at FNMR@FMR = 1% is very small (1.4% for both datasets, although the overall performance is significantly worse on SV1000 than on SYN500.), validating the outstanding performance of DeMeshNet.
D. Evaluation of Inpainting Results
In this section, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the inpainting results on the testing set (200 individuals, 10000 photos). Firstly, we qualitatively evaluate the compared models by visual inspection of the inpainting results in Fig. 10 . It is observed that MtNet fails to identify and recover some portions of the corruptions in these cases (cherry-picked to illustrate the point). In contrast, FCN based models can handle all the corruption areas very well because they can enclose more contextual information with expanded receptive fields. This demonstrates the improved capacity of FCN over SRCNN based architectures.
Regarding the details of the recovered ID photo, the models trained with only pixel level loss (FCNE, FCNW, MtNet) can better preserve the consistency of pixels and thus provide a smooth and clear photo which is more similar to the ground-truth. But the images recovered with models trained on feature level loss (FCNF in particular) contain many artifacts, making them visually less appealing. This is because the high-level features are robust to pixel level changes in the texture, shape and even color. However, images recovered from DeMeshNet looks much better than the ones from FCNF due to the introduction of the spatial transformer module within DeMeshNet.
Next, we quantitatively evaluate the models by measuring both pixel level and feature level (eltwise_6) difference. The ground-truth clear ID photo is used as a baseline. Specifically, average PSNR and Euclidean distance between features (or rooted mean square error, RMSE) are shown in Table I . Pixel level loss based models yield better PSNR as they explicitly optimize PSNR in their loss function. We also observe that FCNW performs slightly better than FCNF. This implies that exploiting extra supervision from the corruption position in the training phase is beneficial for acquiring visually pleasing inpainting results.
To validate the choice of the reverse Huber loss over the Euclidean loss on the feature level difference, we also implement a DeMeshNet_E that use Euclidean loss for the feature level loss. From Table I , we can see that RMSE for DeMeshNet_E is slightly larger than DeMeshNet. This indicates that the reverse Huber loss is more effective at minimizing the feature level distance thanks to the imposed L1 norm when residuals are small.
Furthermore, from Table I we observe that smaller RMSE often means better verification performance, but higher PSNR doesn't guarantee smaller RMSE. This reveals that the models trained with only pixel level loss does suffer from the influence of the easily fooled nature of CNN [20] - [22] . Moreover, visually appealing inpainting results does not necessarily produce better verification results. By exploring supervision from the deep feature space, DeMeshNet can capture a distribution that is more robust to transformation in φ and thus provide a stable high-level representation in the compact deep feature space.
V. CONCLUSIONS This paper addresses the MeshFace verification problem that verifies corrupted ID photos against clear daily photos. Specifically, we have proposed DeMeshNet that consists of three parts to blindly inpaint the MeshFace before conducting verification.The proposed DeMeshNet distinguishes itself from previous works by explicitly taking verification performance into consideration while recovering a clear ID photo. The training objective of DeMeshNet is motivated by the fact that minimizing pixel level differences alone cannot guarantee a small intra-class feature distance in the compact deep feature space, which is crucial for accurate face verification. By further incorporating a spatial transformer module, DeMeshNet can implement face alignment within the network, resulting in an end-to-end network. For optimizing DeMeshNet, a very well-performed facial feature extraction network has been trained in advance. Experimental results on two MeshFace datasets demonstrate that the proposed DeMeshNet outperforms previous work on verification performance. Although we have achieved good performance on synthetic datasets, our current framework still has trouble generalizing its power to unseen real-world MeshFaces. It would be interesting to try to come up with new methods to deal with real-world MeshFaces in our future work.
